
LOVE SPELL KIT
VALENTINE’S COLLECTION 2022

Yields 1 Breakable Heart LOVE SPELL KIT

KIT INCLUDES
Large Geo Heart Mold
Hard Limits Sprinkle Blend [4oz]
Begonia Red Easy Candy™
Wisteria White Easy Candy™

Fool’s Gold Prism Powder®
Alphabet Mold
Wooden Mallet

WHAT YOU NEED
• A love note, sweet treats or other fun surprises to hide under the heart shell until you smash it 

open with the mallet.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Prep Tools
Remove mold from packaging, hand wash and 
dry before use. 

2. Prepare Easy Candy + Assemble
Heat the Begonia Red Easy Candy in the 
microwave according to the bag instructions 
until smooth. Cut the tip off of the Easy Candy 
bag just above the scissors line, and squeeze 
half of the bag into the large heart mold. 
Evenly coat the entire inside of the mold with 
a layer of Easy Candy all the way to the rim 
by tilting the mold or using a spoon to pull the 
Easy Candy up the sides. Run the flat edge of 
a knife around the lip of the mold to scrape off 
any excess Easy Candy. 

3. Set Heart Base + Add Second Coat
Place the mold in the freezer for 5 minutes, 
or until the Easy Candy hardens. Once firm, 
rewarm the Easy Candy bag and add a second 
coat using the same instructions as Step 2 to 
build a structurally sound shell. Allow the Easy 
Candy mold to harden completely, about 5-10 
minutes in the refrigerator or freezer.

4. Prep Letter Decorations
While the heart mold hardens, fill the alphabet 
mold letters with Optic White Easy Candy to 
create the text you’d like to include on top of 
the heart mold, and allow it to harden before 
removing the letters.

5. Remove Breakable Heart
Once the heart mold is set, peel back the 
silicone mold slowly starting from the outside 
and working towards the center of the heart 
until the entire mold has been removed.

6. Apply Letter Decorations
Lay the mold flat (geometric side up) and 
using Easy Candy as an adhesive, apply the 
letters to the mold.

7. Decorate It Fancy
Dust/brush with Prism Powder, then drizzle 
Optic White or Begonia Red Easy Candy 
wherever you’d like to add Fancy Sprinkles.  

8. Finishing Touches
Cover the surprise treats with the decorated 
mold.

9. Break!
Smash the heart with the wooden mallet to 
reveal the surprise below and leave you with 
a delicious broken heart. 

NOTE: If the Easy Candy hardens while
you are decorating, you can reheat it to 
keep using.




